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Top 10 projects
of more than 500 furniture pieces made
as voted by the WallGoldfinger team

10.

This 22.5-foot boat-shaped boardroom
table designed by Spector Group
featured plain sliced cherry veneer
in a book and butt matched pattern, solid cherry
edges with a revel and a statuary bronze technology
band. This table’s classic look and impeccable
craftsmanship made it a real attention grabber.

9.

These secretarial stations are standouts for
their 20-foot length and use of stone. The
project also included reception desks, a
conference table and stone-topped Summit tilt-top
tables designed by Keiser Associates for a repeat
New York client.

— continued on next page

45

1971-2016

allGoldfinger celebrated 45 years in
2016. First founded in 1971 as American
Construction Co-op in Warren, Vt., the company
changed its name to
Union Woodworkers
in 1973, moved to
the Nantanna Mill
in Northfield, Vt.,
in 1976 and was
incorporated as
WallGoldfinger Inc.
in 1984. That same
John Wall and Michael Goldfinger in
year the company
1980 winning a Daphne Award
began a planned
move into the Boston and New York contract
furniture markets. Corporate furniture orders began
coming in that very first year and in the decades
since WallGoldfinger has established itself as a
corporate furniture market leader with its quality work
and custom capabilities.
Five years since
Irene
In 2011, Tropical
Storm Irene dropped
inches of rain on
Vermont and rivers
like the Dog River
behind the Nantanna
2011 flooding
Mill left their banks.
WallGoldfinger flooded. Everything from hand tools
to the most expensive pieces of equipment crashed
together in the flooding that left behind inches of silt.
WallGoldfinger moved to a state-of-the-art factory in
Randolph, Vt., where the company remains today.
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Top 10 projects
of the year
continued from previous page —

Salt Lake City

8.

The image below shows just part of this
large, complex office set-up. This large
L-shaped executive office set-up includes
an adjustable height desk, refrigeration drawers and
lots of storage. The project designed by HOK for a
New York client also featured a tall cabinet, a table,
standalone desk, standalone credenza and a double workstation. Staff chose this project for its truly
executive size.
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7.

When it comes to creating a shape unique
even to WallGoldfinger, this project nailed
it. The conference tables seem ready to fly
away with their unique triangular shape and 40.5inch cantilever on the sides. Created for a client in
North Carolina, staff also remarked on the boardroom table’s waterfall veneer.

CLIENT MAP

6.

This 26-foot elliptical table caught our staff’s
attention for its complex base design, which
includes an interior elliptical base surrounded
by a second elliptical with openings. This project designed by Darwin Branded Environments for a client
in Indiana also featured round Summit tilt-top tables,
lecterns and a later order for a C-shaped conference
table.

5.

This nearly 48-foot open center elliptical
table – our largest of the year – is a standout
for its size, unique tabletop monitor wells,
riser and accompanying large, straight gallery tables.
Designed by Tilton, Kelly + Bell, it went to a very
happy client in Chicago.

4.

This 22-foot open center elliptical table was
a standout for its monitors in the table well,
pass through door in the base, pencil stop
on tabletop and beautiful plain sliced walnut veneer.
Staff also remarked on the table’s great veneer
pattern and natural finish. The Pennsylvania client
was more than pleased with this gem designed by
Stantec.

2016 amazing Arbors

Reconfigurable multipurpose room tables

— continued on next page

2016’s top 10
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3.

At just over 13-feet in diameter, this round
table certainly wasn’t the largest created
in 2016, but staff were beyond impressed
with the Japanese client’s veneer choice, including
quartered cherry in a radial sunburst pattern bookmatched, a band of ropey cherry and crotch mahogany in radial pattern bookmatched, and the natural
finishes chosen that allow those beautiful veneers to
show through.

1.

One of our largest tables of the year, this
more than 43-foot AECOM-designed, curved
table is as stunning as the Hawaiian landscape where it now resides. Our staff found the
table’s form, geometry, complexity and blending of
materials to be real winners. Built with it were two
display cases featuring UV bonded glass and two
oversized adjustable height lecterns.

2016

2.

Designed by Maya Lin who just last month
was recognized with the Presidential Medal
of Freedom and Cannon Design for a Boston
client, this 26-foot elliptical boardroom table features
a 97.5-inch cantilever (that’s more than 8 feet) on
one end thanks to a steel support frame. Staff voted
with this engineering marvel due to its cantilever,
steel frame, unique under table design and natural
finish.

FACTS
STATS
AWARDS:

1

A Governor’s
Award for
Environmental
Excellence
for waste
reduction

TOP
VENEERS

walnut
white oak
2016 Summit superstars
Tilt-top conference room tables

EMPLOYEES
AVG. LENGTH
OF SERVICE

12+ yrs
WALLGOLDFINGER
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SCREWS
USED:

59,500
SQUARE FEET
OF 1” VENEER
CORE PLYWOOD:

15,368
LONGEST
TABLE:

574”

(nearly 48’)

LONGEST
CANTILEVER:

97.5”

(more than 8’)

